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Student Witnesses Tragedy
By Tracey Rible
and Carol Rosenblat
In an attempt to get some early
Christmas shopping done, third
year student Angelo MacDonald
went to Springfield Mall on Oc
tober 30th. Instead, he witnessed
the aftermath of a tragedy. Min
utes earlier Sylvia Seegrist fired a
machine gun leaving two dead and
nine injured.
MacDonald described the scene,
"When I first arrived at the mall I
saw an ambulance, but thought
nothing of it. Then as I was walk
ing to the mall entrance, two men
came running out screaming for
me toget down because there were
people in the mall shooting. I knew
it wasn't a joke, everyone was so
scared.
"Within the next three to four
minutes about fifteen to twenty
police cars arrived, and ambulan
ces and a helicopter. Customers
were running out of the mall
screaming. From where I stood, I
could see the blood of the little boy
who was killed."
During the next hour, informa
tion was difficult to obtain. There
were rumors that there were more
gunmen inside the mall and that
hostages had been taken. MacDo
nald stated that "bodies were
being taken from the mall into am
bulances . . . I've never seen so
many ambulances."
In the meantime, reporters from
all the local newspapers arrived.
MacDonald gave them all the in
formation that he had. Not want
ing to leave the scene, the
photographers from the Phila
delphia Inquirer asked MacDo
nald if he wanted to make forty
dollars by dehvering some film to
the Inquirer building for the early
edition. MacDonald agreed and
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Angelo MacDonald

when he arrived at the Inquirer
building, anxious reporters asked
him questions. His interview ap
peared the next day in the paper.
MacDonald described how he
felt. "It was so unexpected to see
men running out screaming that
someone was shooting people, was
really scary and upsetting." Mac
Donald continued, "The killings
were just so sad and meaningless.
When I saw the wife of the man
who had been killed it really upset
me. She was really grieving... It
was just so real, not at all like on
television. To be there, to see it all
jfrom twenty feet away, it really
' hits you. I feel so sad. She's a sick
woman (Sylvia Seegrist) and
needs help."

Shestack Speaks
On Human Rights
by Amelia P. McGovern

Bible. Adam ate from the tree of
knowledge. God knew what he
did, but asked him "Adam, what
did you do?" This is the first illus
tration of due process. According
to Shestack, the first denial of
human rights also appears in the

Jerome Shestack, a partner
from the Philadelphia law firm of
Schnader, Harrison, Segal &
Lewis, and an expert in the area of
international human rights,
spoke on the topic "Human
Rights-Gtfrrent Law^d
on Oct. 17 in the Student Lounge. keeper?'
"Modern human rights law beg
Shestack welcomed the au
dience with a few anecdotes about ins with the United Nations Char
lawyers. "One man said to the ter," Shestack explained. The
other, 'Many great men have been framers of the charter decided
lawyers. Thomas Jefferson was a that one fundamental right was
lawyer. Abraham Lincoln was a human rights and a main reason
lawyer. Mahatma Ghandi was a to start the UN charter, according
lawyer.' 'Mahatma Ghandi was a to Shestack.
"The main achievement of the
lawyer?' the other man asked.
'From the way he dressed, I United Nations in the human
' rights area, so far, is the creation
thought he was a client.' "
Shestack pointed out that of the Universal Declaration of
human rights first appears in the Human Rights, which countries
can follow up with treaties of their
own," Shestack said. "It is a solid
basis of International Law of
Human Rights." .
,
^
(Continued on page 5)

Moot Court
Places 3rd

Neal J. Blaher won first prize of $50(>in the Villanova Competi
tion of the Nathan Burkan Memorial Writing Competition for
his paper entitled "Protection of Fictional Characters, and
will go on to represent Villanova in the national round of the
Burkan Competion. Neal is shown above accepting the first
prize check from Professor Howard Lurie, who is advisor to the
competition here at Villanova. This annual writing contest is
funded by the American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers, and focuses on copyright law, offering first and
second prizes of $500 and $200 respectively at each partici
pating law school. In the national competition, five winners are
selected to receive prizes ranging from $500 to $3,000. The
Burkan Competition is open to second and third year law stu
dents. For additional information on next year's competition,
contact Professor Lurie.

The Villanova Moot Court
Team of Lisa Kaner, Mary Keat
ing and Terrence McGraw and
their advisor, Professor Richard
Turkington, placed third in the re
cently held Benton National Moot
Court Competition on Informa
tion Law and Privacy in Chicago,
111. This national competition in
volved 32 schools from all over the
country and included schools such
as the University of Texas, Boston
University and the University of
Maryland. The Villanova team
competed against William and
Mary in the semi-final round.
South Texas, traditionally consi
dered a powerhouse in national
Moot Court competition, won the
competition. It is interesting to
note that due to the rules of the
competition and some bad luck in
coin flips, neither Villanova Law
School nor William and Mary had
an opportunity to argue against
South Texas, or first runnerup,
Texas Tech. Next year's Benton
Competition will feature Justice
Brennan as Chief Justice in the
final argument.

Student Budget
Announced

The Student Bar Association would not allow
The Docket to attend its fall 1985 budget meeting.
The President, Lenore Myers and Vice-President,
Steve Soloman said they thought The Docket's
presence would inhibit the discussion.
"The Pre-Budget and actual Budget meetings
consumed in excess of 10 hours of two consecutive
nights, and is a good faith reflection of what the
Student Bar Association believes is a fair and assess
ment of the needs of the Student Body," according to
a statement the SBA give The Docket.
The following budget has been unanimously ac
cepted by the 1985-86 Student Bar Association for the
fall 1985 semester.
FALL SEMESTER BUDGET REPORT
1985

Funds Available

Checkbook balance
Allocation from Villanova

$ 0.00
4788.15

TOTAL

$4788.15

Allocation

Student Organization:
Criminal Law
BALSA
Women's Law Caucus
International Law Society
Christian Legal Society
Jewish Law Students
Environmental Law Group
Phi Delta Phi
Soccer Team
Labor Law
The Docket (Social)
TOTAL
S.B.A.:
TGIF#1
TGIF #2
Halloween Party
Car Wash
Faculty Forum
Holiday Party
Safety Buffer

180.00
135.00
390.00
420.00
100.00
410.65
T.B.A.
600.00
122.50
60.00
150.00
$2928.15

"

TOTAL
SEMESTER TOTAL:

'

"

$ 200.00
200.00
400.00
35.00
400.00
500.00
125.00
$1860.00
$4788.15

Transfer Students Accepted
by John Serpico
For the second year in a row the
law school has accepted transfer
students. Thirteen transfers and
three non-matriculating students
were accepted this fall. They
claim that their experience has
been both stimulating and frus
trating. Overall, most transfers
are glad that they came to Villan
ova.
The transfer students came
from a variety of law schools from
around the country and Canada.
These schools included Seton
Hall, New York Law, University
of Dayton Law School, American,
Western New England, Delaware,
Franklin Pierce and Osgoode Hall
Law School in Toronto. The rea
sons why they transferred are as
diverse as the places they trans
ferred from.
Some students transferred for
purely personal reasons, such as
wanting to be with their families,
spouse or fiance. Marc Bianchi
transferred to be with his fiance
who is already a second year law
student at Villanova. Pat Farris
came here so that he and his wife
could live closer to her place of
employment.
Several students were dis
satisfied with the law school from
which they transferred or the

areas that they were in. Others
knew that they would be practic
ing law in this area and felt that
going to Villanova would be both
convenient and beneficial as far as
employment opportunities were
concerned.
Two students, Christina King
and Anna Scarafile, transferred,
among other reasons, tt) cut down
on their commuting time. They
were both attending Delaware
Law School and were commutmg
from northern Pennsylvania. Villanova's suburban setting and
fine reputation were some of the
other considerations of why these
students chose VLS. In many
(Continued on page 7)

Grads Pass
With Flying Colors
96.12% of Villanova graduates
passed the July 1985 Pennsylvania
Bar Exarriination. The State pass
ing average was 83.10%. Official
orirnnnrafivp statistics are not yet
available, but according to the ad
ministration, there is no reason to
believe that any other Penn
sylvania law school exceeded our
passing rate.
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EDITORIALS

SCHEDULE
CONFLICTS
Once again, winter approaches and everyone at the law
school starts worrying about finals. Students spend an inordinate
amount of time fighting to fix finals schedules showing three
finals in three days or worse, four in three days. The time and
mental aggravation expended could be much more productively
used.
Under current Villanova policy, exams may be rescheduled only
if a student has three in three days, two in one day, four in five
days, or five in the first seven days and the rest of exam period.
Also, "Three examinations within four successive calendar days
is not a ground for rescheduling." VLS Student Handbook at
23.
Certainly, some conflict is going to be inevitable, particularly
for those students who refuse to go along with the crowd and try
to take courses somewhat out of the mainstream. After all, it is
not mandated from above that all second year students take
Decedents, Corporations I, Constitutional Law I, and Federal
Income Taxation in their fall semester. Still, even the main
stream students seem to end up with many scheduling conflicts.
Some of the trouble caused by these conflicts could be reme
died by a simple administrative procedure, namely letting stu
dents see the examination schedule when they are choosing their
courses. That way, students could check out finals schedules
before they have been cut in stone. Those to whom a "good" finals
schedule is important could choose their courses accordingly.
Others could attempt to arrange adjustments early in the semes
ter before the heavy studying season begins.
There are many advantages to such a plan.People who desire,
would be able to choose courses according to when the final would
be held. This is no more absurd than any other reason given for
taking certain courses over certain other ones. Besides, it might
make someone think twice about taking a course they would not
otherwise take. A greater diversity in studies will certainly not
harm anyone and might even produce better lawyers.
Also, people would not be forced to line up in the Registrar's
office in the weeks before finals trying to fix unreasonable finals
schedules. Some students will have already taken care of the
problem by class-scheduling and therestcould take care of it early
in the semester before the work piles up too much. Hence, stu
dents can spend the pre-finals rush studying instead of staring at
, the yellow newsletter trying to make sense of the finals schedule.
This would produce much reduced mental aggravation and
stress. Finals time is stressful enough without unnecessarily
adding more. Besides, students can often be more productive
when they are less worried. Also, stress produces self-destructive
behavior such as booze and coffee addiction. Avoidingor minimiz
ing that would certainly be a benefit to the Villanova Law School
community.
Finally, passing out exam schedules along with class sche
dules would rationalize the entire class selection process. Stu
dents would have another factor to use when choosingclasses. All
the problems associated with class and final schedules could be
resolved early on in the semester, leaving the later parts for more
important activities, such as studying and writing Docket edi
torials. That could help many people and would definitely not
harm anyone.
So, why not? Of course, there is always a risk that something
unforeseen about passing out finals schedules early would create
more problems than would be solved. That risk is present in every
endeavor and we should not allow it to deter us from attempting to
do something like this which has the potential to do much good.
Besides, if the costs prove to outweigh the benefits, wecan always
switch back to the present system. It's time to stop talking and
start doing. Let's go for it.
Another, related problem is the decreased reading period before
exams. This year it is merely two days instead of five. What
happened to those extra three days? The school year certainly
doesn't seem any shorter. The solution to this is so obvious that
we need not waste any more space on it. Still, we would certainly
like to get to the bottom of this mystery. Where's Hercule Poirot
when we need him?
DLW

Extradition: Law V. Practice
by John F. Murphy
Extradition is an important me
thod for ensuring that terrorists
will be apprehended, prosecuted
and, if convicted, punished for
their crimes. But law on the books
is not necessarily the same as the
law in action. Unless the will to
use them is present, the most
finely drafted legal instruments
are of no avail.
At this writing, Mohammed
Abbas, the leader of the Palestine
Liberation Front who reportedly
masterminded the hijacking of the
Italian cruise Imer Achille Lauro
— during which Leon Klinghoffer,
a 69-year-old American Jew in a
wheelchair, apparently was mur
dered in cold blood — is thought to
be in South Yemen.
Both Italy and Yugoslavia re
fused requests from the United
States to hold Mr. Abbas. Clearly,

yet formally ratified it.
Yet Italy released Mr. Abbas
two days after the United States
intercepted the Egyptian 737 car
rying him and the four hijackers.
It did so although the United
States, in accordance with the
terms of the U.S-Italian extradi
tion treaty, had requested the proVisional arrest of Mr. Abbas based
on an arrest warrant and other
documentation demonstrating his
complicity in the hijacking and
charging him with hostage-taking
and piracy under U.S. law. In
order to obtain the arrest warrant
from the American federal judge,
the United States had to show
probable cause, or a high probabil
ity, that Mr. Abbas had committed
the crimes charged.
Although Italy is not a party to
the Hostage Convention, the
(Continued on page 3)

Res Rambling Railings
Dear Docket:
Hey, I've got good news and bad
news. The good news is that the
library got a great, new three-hole
puncher.
Lots more bad news, though.
The library has no heavy duty
stapler. I tried to use their normal
stapler to fasten a big pile of pho
tocopied papers together, and they
fell apart in the stairs between
classes. Boy, was I embarrassed! I
also got a puncture wound in my
finger from the part of the staple
that didn't bend. Maybe I should
Sue the library for loss of dexter
ity!
And let's take a minute to talk
about those copying machines.
Last Sunday, all seven were inop
erable. Boy, was Prof. Murphy
mad when nobody turned in their
assignments Monday morning. I
thought he was gonna ship me off
to Zimbabwe!
And the men's bathroom across
the the Docket office . . . it's al
ways dark in there after classes
end for the day. The lights are so
dim that going to the john can be a
real hit or miss affair!
Speaking of lights, the entrance
to the parking lot from County
Line Road is never lit either. I al

most smashed into an instructor's reski's, Jeff Margulies', Andrew
car a few days ago. I wouldn't Wohl's and Elissa Opstbaum's
wanna meet one of those guys in names all over the place.
See you next year,
court. They scare me enough here.
Bernard M. Resnick
And finally, the jobboard. I hate
to see it go. Besides causing a tre (Editor's Note: Bernie, if you hurt
mendous waste of paper with yourself on a normal stapler, are
another newsletter that isn't even you sure you want the cafeteria to
a color found in nature, I'm really provide sharp knives to cut your
going to miss seeing Randy Zak- bagels with?)

Bernie Resnick

BOARD OF EDITORS
Editor-in-Chief

Kevin McKenna
Features Editor

Dan Weisman

iUlanaging Editor

Susan J. French

Photography Editor

Andrew Wohl

Layout Editor

Jeanne Rapley
Business Editor

This is the final edition of the Docket for the fall semester. The
Docket Editorial Board would like to thank its staff and all those
members of the law school faculty, staff and student body who contrib
uted. The Docket would like to especially thank third year student
Dan Weisman who resigned as Features Editor — a position he held
since last January. His resignation becomes effective with this edition.
His hard work and innovativeness as a member of the Editorial Board
will be sorely missed. Although Weisman relinguished his editorial
duties, he will continue to write his column entitled "Weisman's
World." A placement for Weisman will likely be named sometime over
the semester break.
The Docket Editorial Board also announced the implementation
of a new policy concerning letters to the editor effective immediately, all
letters must be typed and contain the author's name and phone number.
The author's name will be withheld upon request. The Docket Editor
ial Board reserves the right to edit or not print any letter which may be
??????
In closing, the Docket wishes all students the best of luck with
their upcoming examinations and extends to one and all, a hearty and
happy holiday season.

Italy and Yugoslavia have blat
antly violated obligations to the
United States and to the world
community.
If he has reached South Yemen,
Mr. Abbas has found a safe haven.
The United States, which re
quires an extradition treaty in
order to make a request for extra
dition, has no such treaty with
South Yemen. Nor is South
Yemen a party to the United Na
tions' International Convention
Against Hostage Taking, which,
in the absence of a bilateral extra
dition treaty, may serve as a sub
stitute.
Italy and Yugoslavia, however,
, do have bilateral extradition trea
ties with the United States, and
Yugoslavia is a party as well to the
Hostage Convention. Italy has in
dicated support for the Hostage
Convention by signing it, but not

Jeff Home!

Associate Editor

Scott Fegley

Asst. Business Editor

Gilla Mendels

Staff: Laurie Carroll, Terri Elliott, Mark Foley, Diane Kercimar, Walter

Lucas, Pam Mayro, Jinn McCuen, Chuck McGlvney, Mike McGroarty,
Felice McElwaine, Dave Mignatti, Carolyn Moran, Sean Abdul O'Grady,
Brad Remick, Tracey Rible, Carol Rosenblat, Dave Rothstein, Brenda
Ruggiero, John Serpico, Joe Zack.
Advisor: John Cannon.

The Docket is published monthly by the students of Villanova University
School of Law, Villanova, Pa. 19085. Second-class postage paid, permit
no. 5, Villanova, Pennsylvania 19085. Letters and articles are welcome
from students, faculty, alumni and the community. Paid advertisements
are also accepted. The Docket is distributed free to all current students,
faculty and administrators. Alumni who wish to receive The Docket by
mail should notify The Docket office at the above address.
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The Release of Abbas
Italy and Yugoslavia may also
have violated an obligation they
owed to the world community.
The International Law Associa
tion, a private group of leading
international lawyers, recently
has claimed that countries must
extradite or prosecute people ac
cused of acts of international ter
rorism, as a matter of customary
international law, even if they are
under no treaty obligation to do so.
To be sure, theassociation's claim
is debatable; but there appears to
be an emerging consensus that es
pecially heinous acts of inter
national terrorism, such as those
committed on the Achille Lauro,
should be regarded as inter
national crimes, and their perpe
trators should be punished
wherever they were found.
Why would Italy, a close ally of
the United States, and Yugosla
via, which, although a Commu
nist country, has excellent
relations with the United States,
act in this fashion? The unfortu
nate reality appears to be that the
release of Mr. Abbas was de
manded by national interests
more important than the combat
ting of international terrorism.
These national interests include
close ties with PLO leader Yasser
Arafat and with Arab countries in
North Africa and the Middle East,
and the fear of terrorist attacks
against Italian or Yugoslavian Na
tionals if Mr. Abbas were not set
free. One may also speculate that
the governments of several Arab
nations brought substantial pres
sure to bear on Italy and Yugosla
via to release Mr. Abbas.
authorities for the purpose of
prosecution. Even assuming that. ..- There is precedent for allowing
the evidence presented initially by political considerations to over
ride international obligations to
the United States was insufficient
combat terrorism. An egregious
under Yugoslavian law to detain
example is the Holder-Kerhow
Mr. Abbas for the purpose of possi
ble extradition or prosecution, at a case of 1972 in which two Ameri
can nationals hijacked an airplane
minimum Yugoslavia was bound
to Algeria, making vague allu
to detain him for a period of time
that would give the United States sions to Angela Davis and against
a reasonable opportunity to offer the Vietnam War while extorting
$500,000 from the airline. Three
additional evidence in an effort to
years later, the two hijackers were
meet the Yugoslavian standard.
Yugoslavia explained — five apprehended in France. In re
days after allowing Mr. Abbas to sponse to a request from the U.S
leave — that it viewed him as hav government for their extradition,
the Court of Appeals of Paris ruled
ing diplomatic immunity as an of
that the hijacking was a political
ficial of the Palestine Liberation
Organization. Italy hinted the pos offense because the motives of the
perpetrators were of a political na
sibility of immunity as well, either
ture. The court deni^ the U.S.
because of Mr. Abbas' PLO posi
request. At the time, France
tion or because he reportedly car
strongly opposed U.S. policy in
ried an Iraqi diplomatic passport.
Such a claim would be patent non Vietnam.
Recently, however, with France
sense.
again the example, there has been
As a representative of the PLO,
a move away from allowing politi
Mr. Abbas would enjoy no diplo
cal factors to dominate in terrorist
matic immunity because the PLO
extradition cases. In 1979, Italy re
is not a country. An Iraqi diplo
quested the extradition of a sus
matic passport would afford him
pect in the kidnapping and
no protection, either. A diplomat
murder of Prime Minister Aldo
enjoys immunity from criminal
Moro in the spring of 1978. Here
prosecution only in the country to
the Court of Appeals of Paris re
which he has been assigned, or if
jected the claim that the accused's
he is in transit between diplo
alleged offense was of a political
matic assignments. Neither of
character, emphasizing instead
these circumstances applied to
the heinous nature of the crime.
Mr. Abbas.

(Continued from page 2)
terms of its bilateral extradition
treaty with the United States
clearly cover hostage-taking and
piracy as extraditable crimes. Yet
it appears that Italy gave short
shirft to its treaty obligations. Al
though at least one newspaper re
port indicated that an Italian
magistrate had ruled there was in
sufficient evidence to detain Mr.
Abbas for the purposes of extradi
tion, it is not clear that any judi
cial, as opposed to political,
decision was taken in this case.
Reportedly the magistrate, who
has the responsibility under Ital
ian law to conduct an investiga
tion in such cases, failed even to
conduct an interview with Mr.
Abbas. At the least, thehaste with
which Mr. Abbas was released in
dicates that political rather than
judicial factors were the dominant
consideration in the decision
making process, a violation of any
reasonable standard of due pro
cess.
As for Yugoslavia, it seems Mr.
Abbas was never taken into cus
tody there, despite the U.S. re
quest for provisional arrest, based
on the same warrant and addi
tional documentation in full com
pliance with the U.S-Yugoslavian
extradition treaty. There is noevidence that the Yugoslavian judi
ciary was involved in any way in
this decision.
Under the Hostage Convention
and the bilateral extradition
treaty, Yugoslavia had an obliga
tion either to extradite Mr. Abbas
or to submit him to its competent

Similarly, in 1977 the European
nations adopted the European
Convention on the Suppression of
Terrorism, which excludes
among others, kidnapping and
hostage-taking from the crimes
for which extradition can be de
nied on the basis that the crime is
a political offense. Although not
all European countries have be
come parties to the European con
vention — Italy is among those
which have not — it represents a
step forward in the effort to use
extradition to combat inter
national terrorism.
The decisions of Italy and Yu
goslavia to release Mr. Abbas
favor short-run expediency over
the long-term interests of both
countries. Giving in to terrorist
threats, the record shows, only
stimulates further terrorist activ
ity. Italy and Yugoslavia have
taken a retrogressive step.
The need is great to update and
improve the extradition treaties of
the United States and other coun
tries. Most important, however, is
the need for international coopera
tion in response to an actual ter
rorist attack. Such cooperation
was lacking with respect to Mr.
Abbas. We are likely again to have
need for it — and soon.

1 Thursday, October 10

U.S. Navy fighters force an
Egyptian 737 to land in Sicily. Mo
hammad Abbas, a leader of the Pa
lestine Liberation Organization, is
on board, along with four alleged
hijackers of the ship Achille
Lauro.

2 Friday, October 11

The four alleged hijackers are
taken into custody in Sicily by
Italian authorities. The U.S. asks
Italy to keep Mr. Abbas in cus
tody, presenting evidence it says
shows Mr. Abbas masterminded
the Achille Lauro hijacking.

3 Saturday, October 12

Italian authorities say the evi
dence is insufficient to hold Mr.
Abbas. He flies from Sicily to
Rome, where he gets another
plane to Yugoslavia. The U.S. pro
tests to the Italian government,
and asks Yugoslavia to hold Mr.
Abbas, sending more evidence to
authorities in Belgrade.

4 Sunday, October 13

Yugoslav officials indicate they
will not hold Mr. Abbas

5 Tuesday, October 15

PLO sources say Mr. Abbas has
left Yugoslavia. He is believed to
be in South Yemen, which does
not have an extradition treaty
with the United States.
Professor Murphy's article is re
printed here courtesy of The

Baltimore Sun. Murphy, pro
fessor of law at Villanova
University, is a consultant on
international terrorism to the
American Bar Association
and the State Department. He
is the author of the forthcom
ing book. International Ter
rorism: The Legal Framework for
Policy Initiatives.

Editorial Note: The above cartoon represents the opinion of the artist only and does not
necessarily represent Docket policy.

By Dan Weisman

It was a hot night. It was so hot
that heat waves broke over the
sidewalk like breakers on the Jer
sey shore. The air was so thick
you could slice, dice, pare and chop
,it into easily digested bits with a
ginsu knife. The night also had
other cliched properties, but they
weren't important. Only the heat
was important. I was hot. My
typewriter was hot. The seminar
paper I was typing was hot. All
that was needed was a hot blonde
to perch on the hot chair across
from my hot desk. It didn't
happen.

The Night Gets Hotter

lived happily ever after. . . except
during exams.
I returned to my original quest
(getting the flashlight). Slowly, I
worked my way down the stair
case, feeling each step since I
couldn't see. Now, how many
stairs were there? Was it 12 or 13?
These details get crucial at times
like this. Yep, I guessed wrong and
tripped over the last step. No harm
done so I continued.

"I'm a Lawyer (So I Lied)."
It was brighter outside as the
streetlights were still on. I quickly
grabbed my flashlight and walked
around to the front of the building
where I could see a firetruck
parked. I asked the man who
seemed to be in charge, "Hey,
what's going on here?"

Suddenly, the night was pierced
by an explosion. The lights, in
deed, all electricity, went out. A
scream echoed from down the
hall. Unable to do any more work
due to a currently unusuable elec
He shined a searchlight in my
tric typewriter (what an excuse
for turning in late work!), I did the eyes, "Nothing, kid. Now beat it."
"Look, I live here. Something
mature and noble thing. I ran out
happened or you wouldn't be here.
into the hall and cursed.
Then she appeared before me I wouldn't be wandering around a
like an apparition bathed in the parking lot waving a flashlight."
"It's an electrical problem. No
harsh yet somehow muted glow of
my apartment's emergency lights. fire, so we'll be leaving soon."
"Excuse me, but I'm a lawyer
It was an older woman in a blue
bathrobe with hair that matched. (so, I lied) so I'm interested in the
She ran around yelling uncontrol relevant details to determine if
lably, "Fire, fire. Get out. We're all possible remedial legal action
going to die!" My keenly deductive , should be undertaken
mind instantly recognized the ten"
voice as being the same as the pre
"The transformer that lets you
vious scream.
use the electricity from the power
The Explosion and the
lines blew up. It's no big deal. You
Blue Haired Women
just have a lot of oil and mess on
By this time, other people had the ground. PECO will eventually
drifted from their apartments into put in a temporary one and the
the public hallway. The hysterical power will go back on."
blue-haired woman had calmed
"Thank you." I turned and
somewhat. She explained that she walked into the building, the firehad seen an explosion outside her mens' searchlight on my back the
window with flames and flying oil whole way. As I entered the door, I
and shards of metal and lots of noticed a group of people just
other horrible things, all in a brief standing there, including blue
instant. The lights had still not robe-and-hair. They had nothing
turned back on.
better to do, so they stood in the
Somebody thought to pull the doorway watching the firemen
fire alarm. Nothing happened. watching them. By now, I realized
The night was still hot and still. I would not be too prepared for
Half the emergency lights didn't tomorrow's classes.
work, so it was also dark.
I quickly analyzed the situation
and dediced that options were li
Cards and Candles
mited. My trusty flashlight lay in
the glove compartment of my-car
On my way back upstairs, I
which lay two stories down. Since
the lights on the staircases didn't stopped in to visit a friend. He
wasn't in but his wife was. She
work, it would be dangerous work
had about a dozen candles lit all
getting to it.
Before I could proceed, a plain over their apartment. It was kind
tive voice called me from down the of spooky. It felt like I was in the
middle of a seance. Since I didn't
hall. It was C
., a fellow law
student whose name is being dis feel like talking to any evil spirits
guised to protect her privacy. She (drinking some, maybe), I left
after a few minutes and hiked up
asked me if I had seen a black cat
stairs with the aid of the infamous
running around. It seems her cat
flashlight.
had escaped during the excite
As I got back to my floor, I saw a
ment. Being black, it could easily
avoid detection in the dim hall bunch of people had taken advan
tage of the one working emer
ways. Alternatively, it could have
been hiding back in her equally gency light (out of four) and were
playing cards by it. They invited
dim apartment.
me to join and I did.
Looking Under Mattresses
After about an hour with no
C
asked me for matches electricity restoration, the battery
in order to ascertain the correct in the light began fading. No one
location of said cat if indeed said wanted to leave, since there was
cat was still within her apart nothing else to do, so various partment. I graciously gave her a pack. iers brought out candles. We continued playing poker by
Whereupon, she took them
candlelight for another two hours.
(equally graciously) and searched
It wasn't bad. There was good
her apartment. Since cats like to
hide under beds when they are comaraderie, a sort of esprit de
scared, she started there. She held corps. The radio played fairly de
a lit match underneath the mat cent music, if you consider the
Rolling Stones to be decent music
tress in order to look. Ah, safety
(I do). Besides. I ended up ahead
regulations! Fortunately, the cat
about ten bucks.
was there. The two of them then

/
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The End of an Era,..

Weisman Resigns.

Faculty Forum
Valente to
discuss Garcia
William D. Valente, Professor of
Law at Villanova University
School of Law, was invited by the
United States Advisory Commis
sion on Intergovernmental Rela
tions to participate in one of three
national roundtable discussions
addressing the impact of the Su
preme Court's decision in Garcia
V. San Antonio Transit Authority.
The 1985 Garcia case imposed
Federal Fair Labor Standards Act
regulations on a public mass tran
sit authority, and thus dra
matically overruled the Supreme
Court precedent of such require
ments against a state or its sub
divisions when acting in
traditional governmental func
tions. The Garcia decision raises
fundamental questions and longrange implications that go well
beyond the immediate fiscal and
budgetry effects that local and
state governments can anticipate.
Professor Valente brings a rich
background to the discussion, as
he is an expert in both constitu
tional law and local government
law, having taught in both areas
for many years, and having au
thored authoritative texts on local
government law and education
law, as well as numerous scho
larly articles and publications on
constitutional law and local gov
ernment law. He alsQ has had sub
stantial practical experience first
as an assistant city solicitor for
Philadelphia, and later as a con

Retired Docket features editor Dan Weisman.

by Brad Remick

A

AMStii.g^s ^

Professor Holoch addressed a
meeting of the Greater Philadel
phia Law Library Association on
Wednesday, November 6th, in
Center City Philadelphia. Speak
ing with Professor Holoch was
Regina Smith, Director of the Jen
kins Memorial Law Library in
Philadelphia. Ms. Smith was the
Acting Director and Head of
Reader Services of the Villanova
Law Library before her appoint
ment to theJenkins' Directorship.
The program for the meeting con
cerned entering the profession of
law librarianship.

On Tuesday, November 5th,
Professor Hyson was a guest of
radio interviewer Frank Ford of
WDVT. Professor Hyson ap
peared with Thomas Merski, Re
gional Groundwater Coordinator
of the United States Environ
mental Protection Agency. The
topic of the interview was the ade
quacy of government's response
to the problem of groundwater
contamination.

Job
Stats
(Continued from page 10)
there is currently no way to access
the satisfaction of our graduates
who entered other fields of
employment — those in business,
government and academic posi
tions. While the Law School can
fully enjoy the fact of our grad
uates' success in gaining entry in
large numbers to law firms and
prestigious clerkship positions,
we hope that each of our grad
uates is able to make a satisfying
and deliberate choice in determin
ing his or her field of employment.
The ability of the Villanovagradu
ate to s'elect his/her own "in" fie!3 '
is a measure of the success of the
Law School.

IN YOUR FUTURE
> ' • .

IS

Holoch
Addresses
Librarians

Hyson
Broadcasts
on WDVT

MAKE AN INVESTMENT

A View From Inside

"'Twe

sultant, advisor and trequent com
mittee member in the area of local
government. Before coming to Vil
lanova in 1965, Professor Valente
practiced with the Philadelphia
law firm of Mesirov,Gelman,Jaffe
& Levin.
•This October, in recognition of
his outstanding contributions to
Philadelphia, and his dis
tinguished legal career. Professor
Valente received the St. Thomas
Moore Award.
The Advisory Commission
roundtable discussion in which
Professor Valente participated
was held at the Bourse Buildingin
Philadelphia. Additional panels
were scheduled in two other cities.
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• Learn how to effectively study
for a law school exam.
• Learn exam writing strategies which will
enable you to impress the professor.
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Given the importance of grades to your legal career,
$65 is a small investment to make in your future.
The seminar is offered both on Sat, Nov. 2 and Sun., Nov. 3 from 9:00 a.m.
ito 4:00 p.m. Registrants may choose which session they will attend.
For further information, call anytime 215-557-8260 or write to Legal Poten
tial, Inc., 1520 Packard BIdg.,.15thand Chestnut Sts., Phila., Pa. 19102.
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Israeli Attorney Speaks at VLS
by Dan Weisman

On Ffiday, October 25, Israeli
attorney • and diplomat Chaviva
Avi-Gai spoke before a small
lunchtime crowd on the relation
ship between religion and state in
Israel. Avi-Gai heads a string of
legal aid clinics in Israel and has
worked extensively in the area of
civil rights.
Israel does not have the strict
separation of religion and state
which prevails in America. How
ever, that does not mean that any
one has unequal rights or that
some have rights "more equal"
than others; It is just that the var
ious religious communities con
trol their own marriage rules.
There is no civil marriage in Is
rael.
This sometimes creates prob
lems because religious authorities
and religious laws ban certain
marriages which would otherwise
be allowed under secular law.
This is especially troublesome be

cause Israel is not a homogeneous
state ethnically or religiously.Jud
aism is the dominant religion, but
even Jews are not monolithic. In
Israel, about 40% of the Jewish
population is secular, about 409f)
non-orthodox traditional, about
15% orthodox and the remaining
5%i fundamentalist ultra-orthodox. Add to that the signifi
cant Christian and Muslim
communities (also split among
various sects) and a sense of the
problem appears.
The result, as Avi-Gai ex
plained, "All citizens of Israel are
equal by the law. It's just in mar
riage and divorce they have to fol
low their own rules." In other
words, "Each community governs
its own marriages." Still, the sec
ular authorities of the state can
get involved to a limited extent.
For example, the state mandates a
minimum marriage age which is
higher than religious minimums.
More important, if a religious

The Numbers Game
1985

STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
BUDGET BREAKDOWN

$ 180.00
1. Criminal Law Society
$ 40.00
Mark Kadish Honorarium
100.00
Mark Kadish Reception
100.00
Second Speaker Reception
-60.00
Less Dues
$ 135.00
2. BLSA
$145.00
Penelope Andrews (speakefj
20.00
Wine and Cheese
-30.00
Less Dues
$ 390.00
3. Women's Law Caucus
$ 40.00
Wine and Cheese
75.00
Supreme Court Trip
195.00
Alumni Career Dinner
60.00
Brown Bag Speaker
30.00
Pot Luck Dinner
40.00
Women in the Judiciary
10.00
Evening Movie
40.00
Breakfast
'
-60.00
Less Dues
-40.00
Less Amount Raised
$ 60.00
4. Labor Law Club
Speakers;
NLRB Representatives
Labor Racketeering Task Force Rep.
Film
Less Dues
$ 150.00
5. The Docket
$150.00
Recruitment Party (on campus)
$ 360.00
6. The Villanova Law School Rugby Club
.$400.00
Home Games (4 at $100.00 each)
50.00
Transportation
-90.00
Less Dues
$ 600.00
7. Phi Delta Phi
'
/
$300.00
Volleyball Tournament
200.00
Faculty/Student Wine and Cheese
50.00
Hay Ride
50.00
Seminar
$ 410.65
8. The Villanova Jewish Law Students Association
$210.65
Bagel Brunch
30.00
Stationary
100.00
Justice Lodge Reception
40.00
Justice Lodge Honorarium
75.00
Israeli Diplomat Speaker
-45.00
Less Dues
$ 100.00
9. Christian Legal Society
$60.00
Final Exam Coffee & Doughnuts
40.00
Guest Speaker Honorarium
45.00
Spiritual Books
-45.00
Less Dues
$ 420.00
10. International Law Society
$ 58.00
Welcome Back Wine and Cheese
12.00
Publicity for Penelope Andrews
153.00
Speaker; Mr. Schestar, Esq.
12.00
Publicity for Nuclear Arms Symp.
Int'l Law Careers Dinner
10.00
Publicity
-•
10.00
Ticket printing
25.00
Decorations
200.00
Dinner
-60.00
Less Dues
$ 122.50
11. Soccer Club
•
•.
TOTAL

$4788.15

decision by a religious cqurt re
sults in a manifest injustice, secu
lar civil rights law applies. Hence,
the regular court system can and
often is used as a check on reli
gious authorities who make rul
ings based on the world that
existed a thousand years ago.
Avi-Gai believes the marriage

laws in Israel should be reformed
to allow civil marriages. That
way, people religiously forbidden
to marry would not have to either
live together or get married
abroad as is now the case. She
would also like to see special secu
lar family courts because much
traditional religious authority dis

criminates against women in this
area. Shequickly emphasized that
this is a small exception to the nor
mal sexual equality in Israel. She
has extensively lobbied the
Knesset (Israel's parliament) on
behalf of this legislation but de
clined to speculate on its chances
for passage in the current session.

RED Mass Celebrated
by Carolyn Moran

The success of this year's Red
Mass, held on Sept. 28,1985 at the
chapel on main campus, can be
attributed to a number of factors.
The Honorable Robert C. Nix,
Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania, delivered
an opening address. Dean John
Murray welcomed the large con
gregation of Villanova Law
alumni and students with a few
words about the history and pur
pose of the service. The Villanova
Singers and the Women's Glee
Club, under the direction of John
Dumphy, complemented the mass
with some very pleasant hymns
and Gregorian chants. A lavish re
ception followed at the Connelly
Center.
Perhaps the most significant
contribution to the Red Mass,
however, was made by Reverend
Dwight R. Whitt, a legal writing

instructor at the law school this
year. As a lawyer and a priest,
Whitt was certainly an approp
riate leader for a ceremony in
tended to invoke the wisdom of the
Holy Spirit in the study and prac
tice of law. The Red Mass is held
to promote unity among lawyers
in seeking a more just and ethical
society. Begun in the Middle Ages,
the Red Mass has special signifi
cance today where the modern
lawyer and judge face many dif
ficult moral and philosophical
questions.
In his sermon, Whitt pro
vided some very insightful words
about the moral and social
responsibilities of the lawyer
today. He emphasized the need for
the lawyer to strive toward uni
versal goals of world peace, indi
vidual freedom, and general!
satisfaction in his everyday
work. Toooften,heobserved,law-

•

International Cusine
Announcing the First Interna
tional Law Society Dinner to be
held on Thursday, November 21,
in the Cafeteria. Cocktails at 6
p.m., followed by dinner and a key
note speaker. A number of prominent lawyers practicing
international law in the Phila
delphia community will be guests
of the Society and will be available
to provide information on the
practice of international law. The
keynote speaker will be Seymour
Rubin, who will speak about
"Current Issues in International
Trade and Protectionism." Mr.

Rubin has an extensive back
ground in international law and
business, including positions as
Assistant General Counsel of the
Agency of International Develop
ment, a lawyer in private inter
national business practice, and as
U.S. Representative to the United
Nations Commission on Trans
national Corporations, Having
just retired as Executive Director
of the American Society of Inter
national Law, Mr. Riibin is cur
rently a professor of law at
American University and in pri
vate practice in Washington, D.C.

Human Rights Stressed
(Continued from page 1)

Shestack explained, "The Car
ter administration tried to be a
champion of Human Rights. Why
should the U.S. be a champion of
Human rights in the international
realm?
"1-It is important as part of our
global agenda;
"2-It secures our security interst;
"3-It is part of our tradition of
democracy. People will support
human rights policy because it is
part of our tradition."
After Shestack spoke, he ans
wered questions for 45 minutes.
Particularly, he answered ques
tions about Nicaragua, South
Africa, Northern Ireland and Is
rael. "To stop Apartheid in South
Africa," Shestack emphasized, "I
strongly urge economic pressure.
More pressure, more divestment,
and change will come." Shestack
also criticized President Reagan
for the withdrawal of the United
States in the World Court.

Shestack speaks with authority
on this subject because he has
served under the Carter adminis
tration as the U.S. Representative
to the United Nations Commis
sion of Human Rights and as an
alternate representative to the
United Nations General Assem
bly.
Shestack has also been presi
dent of the International League
for Human Rights since 1972. He
is a member of the American Col
lege of Trial Lawyers and in the
House of Delegates of the Ameri
can Bar Association.
Shestack is a member of the
class of 1944 of the University of
Pennsylvania and a 1949graduate
of Harvard Law School. He taught
at the University of Pennsylvania
School of Law and the North
western School of Law.
In addition to his human rights
involvement, Shestack has been
involved in commissions on legal
rights for the indigent and the
mentally ill.

yers lose sight of these in focusing
on their personal objectives. He
stated, ••'. . .to promote His cause
Jesus sends the Spirit, His Spirit,
to all those who believe in Him and
even to those who don't so that
freedom and fulfillment are made
available to anyone who seeks
them. No matter what you call
your cause — universal literation,
unilateral disarmament, equal op
portunity, ordered liberty under
law — if your cause is the free
dom, the happiness and the fulfill
ment of the people among whom
we live, then you are on the same
side as Jesus.
"The problem Jesus has with us
lawyers is what we do with our
cause, what we do to His Spirit. A
lawyer can take even the smallest
claim and generate litigation with
a life of its own. Lawyers draw up
countless motions and petition
orders, then craw\ out from under
all the paper and reach comprom
ises that make no one happy. Law
yers draw up deals that give one
side a short term advantage but
contain within them seeds of
another crisis five years down the
road . . . This kind of 'lawyering'
opposes Christ, and condemns
those who practice it.
"The Spirit Jesus sends us is a
Spirit of absolute commitment to
God's saving power. It is an un
compromising Spirit that enables
us to raise people out of situations
created by ignorance and sin . . .
Jesus does not want to kill all law
yers; He wants us on his side. He
doesn't want us to condemn our
selves; He wants us to save us.
And if we don't let him do it, then
woe to us lawyers."
In a recent interview, Whitt
spoke about his work as a
priest and a lawyer; For him, the
two professions complement each
other well. He noted that both po
sitions involve counseling and ad
vocacy, and helping others help
themselves. However, his role as
priest takes first priority. As a Domenican priest, he attended Duke
University Law School, He then
practiced insurance defense litiga
tion for three years with a major
Philadelphia law firm. While
there he felt challenged and pro
ductive, but lacked the time and
flexibility to pursue his religious
interests. He looked for a position
which would allow him to fit the
study and practice of law into his
ecclesiastical identity.
As a teacher at the law school
this year, Whitt appears to have
accomplished the goal. He enjoys
teaching legal writing and making
contact with his students. He is
also researching and writing
about his particular area of inter
est — the individual's right to die,
or to refuse extraordinary treat
ment. In addition he has more
time to participate in parish
events, and to pursue his vocation
as a priest. If the Red Mass is any
indication. Father Whitt should
be a valuable addition to this
year's faculty.
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FINANCE
Baby Boomers,,.

You've Come a Long Way

By Walter Lucas
Daily Record Business Writer
Time was when just stepping
into a stock-broker's office would
cost you no less than $10,000. Wall
Street brokerage houses today are
not only opening their doors to
mattress stuffers and the piggy
bank set, they're rolling out the
red carpet. What makes them so
anxious?
Baby Boomers.
The generation born between
1946 and 1964 now accounts for 43
percent of the population.Within
five years, baby boomers will be
approaching their peak earning
years and will wield the greatest
concentration of buying power
ever assembled, according to Data
Resources Inc. Demographic stu
dies show that by 1990, every
household in the United States
will be headed by a baby boom
child. And five years after that, 6
million of those families will be
earning more than $50,000.
Brokerage houses, tradition
ally, attracted the old and

wealthy. The average age of
shareholders, which has long ho
vered in the mid-50s, according to
the New York Stock Exchange,
only recently broke through into
the late-40s. Now, with the bulk of
their client base growing older,
major firms are moving to attract
younger blood.
"We were always content to
wait for the cream to rise," said
James Flynn, vice president of
Merrill Lynch's consumer divi
sion. "We figured that, after a cer
tain point, investors had to come
to us. But by then they were 49
years old."
They were also someone else's
customers. Millions of young,
would-be investors who can't af
ford the high commissions and
minimum investments required
at brokerage houses often turn to
banks, mutual funds and insu
rance companies as their only
investment resort. The nation's
biggest brokerage house decided it
could no longer afford to wait.
"With Sears and everyone else

High-Tech Industry Matures
By Walter Lucas
High technology is to the Eightwhat automobiles were to the
'20s. Both started out as fastgrowing, vibrant industries. Both
suffered casualties from a surge of
hyper-expansion followed by
brief, but sharp, recessions.
Automobiles survived. So will
high-technology. It has to, say
Wall Street analysts, because U.S.
companies must employ technol
ogy if they are to remain competi
tive with foreign firms that have
much lower labor and capital
costs.
This year's drop-off in compu
ter orders notwithstanding, the
on-again, off-again love affair with
technology is on again. This time
it's for keeps, if you can believe the
romantic ravings of a New York
money manager who recently
said: "I don't think any investors
ever again will say they're in or
out of technology. High-tech has
crossed the line from emerging
growth to a mature and estab
lished industry."

Kerschner, chief market strate
gist at Paine Webber. He thinks
the industry leaders should be
able to post 15- to 30-percent profit
growth annually over the next
two business cycles. Kerschner
sees the fastest growth rates in
software, microcomputers and
minicomputers.
Paine-Webber particularly fa
vors the likes of such pure technolpgy plays as IBM, Digital
Equipment, Prime Computer,
Cullinet Software, Tandem Com
puter, Advanced Micro Devices
and Motorola. Of course, one need
not buy pure technology compan
ies to cash in on high-tech. Some of
the most attractive investment op
portunities are companies that
use the ever-declining cost of computing power to deliver
productivity-enhancing services.
High technology lets firms like
American Express and Citicorp
participate in one of the financial
world's most powerful trends: the
global integration of financial
markets.

'*High tech has crossed the line from
emerging growth to a mature, established
industry.
Major industrial companies are
spending billions to automate
their factories. Some are buying
plenty of computers; some, entire
technology companies. Case in
point: General Motors. Ip less
than a year, the nation's number
one automaker acquired Elec
tronic Data Systems and Hughes
Aircraft, two technology-based
giants in their own right. GM
hopes to drive down production
costs of its conventional models,
and crank out new lines. (You've
heard of the Saturn, maybe?) Sim
ilar moves are expected from Ford
and General Electric, which have
already increased their commit
ments to high technology.
Investments like these signal a
revoluntionary shift in industrial
organization. As a Commerce De
partment report observed this
summer: "Factory automation is
rapidly becoming a system driven
by the processing of information
rather than the processing of
materials."
Despite its shaky start and
some persistent short-term prob
lems, the long-term growth pros
pects of dominant technology
companies are no more dim today
than they were for Ford and GM in
1921, according to Edward

Information companies such as
Dow Jones and Dun & Bradstreet
also use technology to vastly im
prove their clients' productivity
by selling information that's in
creasingly timely and useful. The
economic value of back issues of
the Wall Street Journal, for exam
ple, is tremendously magnified
when computers enable a reader
to scan 500 back issues in two se
conds to locate the eight articles
on XYZ Corp. that appeared in the
last two years. Partly for this rea
son, Paine-Webber expects media
companies in general, and infor
mation companies in particular,
to achieve earnings growth of be
tween 15 and 20 percent in coming
years. Stocks worth their weight
in technological, 'and projected
market, value include Capital Cit
ies Communications, parent com
pany of ABC; Gannett Co.,
publisher of USA Today and
scores of local newspapers;
McGraw-Hill Inc., the business
and technical publishing giant
whose progeny include Business
Week and Standard & Poor's Inc.,
and Time Inc., best known for Peo
ple, Fortune and Time magazines
as well as its pay-TV service.
Home Box Office. .

getting in there, we were afraid
we'd never see the cream," Flynn
said.
So, last summer, Merrill Lynch
stepped away from the herd by
forming an Emerging Investor
Unit to cater to Baby Boomers.
The unit, which opened for bus
iness in December, is aimed at the
24- to 48-year-old, dual-income
family earning at least $30,000.
"They don't need to be stock
players; they may not even need
bonds," Flynn explained.
For those not sure of what they
need, Merrill Lynch offers "Path
finder," a financial planning ser
vice that "tells them where they
are, financially, and shows them
where they can go." Flynn said
the $250 plan, laid out in a 30page, bound book, does not pro
By Walter Lucas
securities, though some corporate
mote Merrill Lynch's or any other
Ask any stockbroker of finan bonds, bank certificates of deposit
firm's specific investment pro
cial planner what's the hottest in and municipal bonds also are sold
duct.
vestment today and the answer as zero products. Financial
"If our financial planners think
you'll get is "zero." Not nothing — planners call the zero-type Treas
someone should be in a gov
zero!
ury one of the safest investments
ernment securities money' fund,
Since their inception two years available because it represents a
we'll tell them just that — a
money fund, not ours or anyone ago, about $100 billion worth of claim to interest and principal
zero-coupon bonds have been payments on U.S. Treasury obli
else's."
issued. Wall Streeters are con gations backed by the full faith
Should someone choose a Mer
vinced that, when the history and credit of Uncle Sam. Both
rill Lynch product, they needn't
books are written, zeros will be zero-type Treasuries and corpo
fear paying more for sales com
missions than for their invest one of the great financial in rate zeros are taxable, the firm
ventions of the 1970s and 1980s. notes.
ment, he added. Merrill employs
That's high praise, indeed, for
about 300 salaried brokers, or
The Internal Revenue Service
"client service representatives," an era that saw the dawn of such
investments as cash management says the owner of a zero coupon
in every major branch office (in
cluding Morristown, Chatham, accounts and government-backed bond must pay taxes annually on
mortgage security mutual funds.
the interest that, accrues on the
Short Hills and Somerville). Un
Zeros are an old idea, really. face value of the bond, even
like their counterparts who work
on commission, largely selling They work on the same principle though the interest is not received
stocks, CSRs handle "non-trans- as a U.S. savings bond, but their until the bond matures. That may
actionaL-business'- — IRAs, yields are better. As its name im pose a problem for some investors.
plies, a zero is a bond without a Few want to use today's dollars to
money funds, etc. — and are paid
coupon, the interest paid semi-an- pay taxes on income that may not
the same regardless of how much
business they generate for the nually to the holder of a standard be received for years.
bond. Investors buy zeros at a sub
This problem is avoided when
firm, Flynn noted.
Those ready to dabble in stocks stantial discount from face value, the bonds are put into an IRA or
can buy them at a discounted com which they then collect at matur other tax-sheltered retirement ac
mission rate via Merrill's "Share- ity, typically several years in the count because the earnings are
not taxed until withdrawal.
builder Account." Designed along future.
Unlike other high-yield invest That's why financial planners
the lines of a payroll savings plan,
the account enables investors to ments, zeros are priced in a way recommend zeros as ideal invest
that makes them appealing to the ments for tax-sheltered retire
put away a few dollars each week
small investor. Generally there is ment accounts, such as IRAs and
toward buying stock.
no set minimum investment. Be Keoghs, or as gifts for children,
Investors can lock in buying a
rising stock on its way up because cause zeros are bought at- a deep who don't earn enough to be af
the brokerage house buys the discount, the amount you put fected by the tax provision.
If taxes weigh heavily on your
stock the next morning, Flynn ex down could be quite small — per
plained. "They also get a discount haps as little as $150 for a bond mind, as well as your portfolio,
because they're buying in a with a $1,000 face value maturing then municipal bond zeros are for
in 17 years.
you. Like regular muni bonds,
group," he added.
Zeros are marketed under var muni zeros are exempt from fed
On the drawing boards at Mer
rill Lynch's emerging investor ious names — mostly feline. Pru- eral, and possibly state and local,
unit is a savings plan called "Col dential-Bache Securities and E.F. taxes. So there's no need to place
lege Builder," which helps par Hut ton are among those who sell muni zeros in a pension plan, IRA
ents plan for tuition expenses. CATS (Certificates of Accrual on or Keogh to avoid paying tax on
"We'll tell you what kind of zero Treasury Securities); Merrill current income not received.
Like all market creatures, zerocoupon bonds you oujght to be buy Lynch sells TIGRs (Treasury
ing now for 15 years from now and Investment Growth Receipts). coupon bonds have their draw
we'll put you on a savings sched Lehman Brothers Kuhn Loeb sold backs.
About the biggest one is that not
ule to help buy them," Flynn said. LIONs (Lehman Investment
Merrill Lynch is drafting a sim Opportunity Notes) before merg all the interest that is stripped
ilar plan for prospective home ing, The combined company, from the underlying Treasury se- •
owners, called "Mortgage Shearson Lehman/American Ex curities is paid out when the bond
Builder," he "added. Like the col press, peddles the product under a matures, bond brokers say. Some
lege version, it is beingdesigned to less cat-chy tag, "LEH-TO" (Leh of the interest is kept by the brok
help would-be buyers amass a man Treasury Obligation). Dean erage firm or other issuer as
Witter Reynolds calls it version profit. But, then again, market ob
down payment, Flynn explained.
Being tested now on the West "EasyGrowth Treasury Re servers note, investors pay a brok
erage commission on stocks —
Coast is a mini-CMA (cash man ceipts."
The most popular zero-coiapon regardless of whether they made
agement account), a scaled-down
replica of Merrill's big-ticket pro bonds are based on U.S. Treasury money.
duct that puts investors' idle cash
to work in a host of short-term
I
investment vehicles.
Tentatively called the "Capital I
Builder Account," and slated to I
roll out nationwide next month,
the mini-CMA requires just a I
$5,000 minimum deposit of cash I
and/or securities — versus CMA's
$20,000 minimum.
"There are fewer money funds
to choose from and a little more I
checking fees," Flynn said. The I
first three checks are free, with I
102 E. LANCASTER AVE., WAYNE, PA.
subsequent checks costing 25
l|
cents each.
HOURS; 11-10 (M-TH.) -11-11 (Fri.-Sat.)
Me^riU's CMA features free
checking.

Zero Proves a Big
Item for Investors

PIE IN THE SKY

•

I

INVITES YOU TO USE THIS AD

M.OOOFFLARGE PIZZA

FOR ANY
CALL AHEAD

.293-1390
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Students Go For A Ride
By Joe Zack
How have you been spending
your Friday nights lately? Well if
you are a first-year student, you
have the rare opportunity tospend
an evening cruising around Phila
delphia in a police car. The Police
Car Ride-Along Pr(^ram is once
again in full-swing, and I recently
"went along for the ride."
Upon our arrival at Highway
Patrol Headquarters in Northeast
Philadelphia, a public relations of
ficer briefed us students on the
coming evening. He demonstrated
how to use the car radio in case of
trouble, and basically told us that
if we got out of the car at any time,
we were not as smart as we
looked. He then assigned another
student and me to an unmarked
car and, after the two officers

searched it for bombs, we settled cause a policeman never knows
in for the eight hour shift.
what is waiting for him when he
The name "Highway Patrol" is approaches a car window. We also
deceiving. True, part of the squad felt like targets sitting in the car
patrols the Schuylkill Express with the light on while the officers
way. But the main function of the wrote out the tickets. They told us
rest of the unit is to serve as a that a cop had been shot at one
mobile crime prevention force. time from a nearby house while
They are considered the "elite" of sitting there writing, and our of
the Philadelphia Police Depart ficers joked that they were happy
ment, and are a tactical force with to have students along to fill up
freedom to patrol anywhere in the the rear window. At that point, I
city. We mainly spent the night slid down in my seat a little.
cruising a particularly nasty sec
The biggest excitement of the
tion of North Philadelphia which night was the arrest of a man car
the officers called the "Twilight rying a gun in his coat pocket. We
Zone," due to the amount of local observed the entire arrest and
drug dealing and drug-related vio booking process, even seeing the
gun show up as stolen on the po
lence.
Most of our stops were for traf lice computer. We then delivered
fic arrests, but we realized that the gun to the ballistics lab and
even these can be dangerous, be- took a tour of the Police Radio
Room, which coordinates all the
police broadcasts in Philadelphia.
The entire evening was a fasci
nating opportunity to see our
Criminal Law classes come to life,
replete with stops, frisks,
searches and arrests. The officers
were extremely cooperative, ans
wering our questions about "prob
able cause" or "reasonable
suspicion" and explaining their
actions. It was also interesting to
see the evidence exclusion rules
from a policeman's perspective. A
person's right to privacy is ob
viously important and worthy of
the protection the Constitution
giv£s it. However, we sometimes
forget that these officers are
human beings and are very inter
ested in making it home alive at
the end of their shifts. Providing
this other perspective is one of the
m? i£al.j)enefits
tbe
*rhe mew from the back sea^
Police Car Ride-Along.

The Transfer's Point of View
(Continued from page 1)

cases, they applied to other law
schools in the area and made Villanova their first choice.
The first impressions that these
students had of Villanova were
very positive. Most of them com
mented on how friendly everyone
was during the first few days of
school in August. Unlike first year
students, transfers were basically
on their own in trying to get or
iented to the school and find out
what classes to register for. This
problem was significantly reme
died this year when the Admis
sions Office and the SBA
coordinated some orientation ac
tivities specifically geared for
transfer students. Other adminis
trative offices were also exception
ally helpful in getting these new
students acclamated to VLS.
Since transfer students at
tended other law schools, they can
compare the facilities, professors
and other aspects between the
schools. In some areas, they feel
that Villanova is equal to or better
than the schools they transferred
from. The most notable difference
cited by almost all of the transfers
involv^ the capabilities of the
Placement Office. They were
amazed at how many firms come
to Villanova to interview stu
dents. In general, it appears that
most law schools do not have
Placement Offices like ours. This
is definitely something we should
all feel good about.
But transferring is not without
its problems. Many transfers find
it difficult to make friends. This is
not because anyone is unfriendly
but because most students, in
cluding transfers, are too busy to
spend a lot of time in school, out
side of the classroom. By the se
cond year of law school, many

students have part time jobs, are
interviewing and are developing
outside interests. It is much
harder to develop friendships,
similar to those we all developed
during the first year, under the
circumstances. Most second year
student tend to think that the
transfers were probably in the
other section during the first year
anyway.
There are other problems that
transfers must face. Even though
the transfer students have good
grades from their first year of law
school, which they needed to
transfer into Villanova, they are
not granted as ttiany interviews as
other students with similar
grades. It appears that employers
may have a bias against students
who have switched law schools.
Another problem concerns law
review. Since transfer students
are not accepted until mid
summer, they are unable to com
pete in the summer writing
competition. To accommodate
these students, the law review
staff conducted a competition in
September, giving them an oppor
tunity to write on. Unfortunately,
there are problems with this
procedure. Not only do the
transfer students have to compete
in a writing program during the
first few weeks of classes, but,
they also have to forego fulfilling
their moot court requirement
until their third year. This is not
the fault of the law review staff
but is inherent in the situation it
self.
In any event, none of the five
people who participated this fall
were accepted. No one was ac
cepted last year either. This has
led some transfers to be suspi
cious of the fall competition. The
Jaw review staff maintains that
the September program is fair and

that these transfer students still
have the opportunity to^ partici
pate in next summer's program.
Despite the drawbacks, most
transfers are very happy here.
They do miss the friendships es
tablished during their first year of
law school, but they look forward
to an interesting and fruitful con
tinuation of their legal education.
The VLS community also benefits
by the addition of students with
diverse backgrounds. The expe
riences they had at other law
schools could be useful in helping
Villanova to continue growing and
expanding into new areas. Hope
fully, the transfer program will
continue to grow also.

AFTER
HOURS
By Liz Latham
and Babs Silverberg
The Black Banana struck
again! It was a "gay" ol' time, eh,
fellas? Lots of colors, lots of cos
tumes. . . Everyone out did them
selves. ... Dave M., you could
have taken a shower at home. . .
Speaking of clean, John D. was
really cleaning up his act. . . Rich
H., we loved your "doO". . .
Kathy B. and Tom M. were
"Amadeus" revisited. . . Guy D.
was all chained up. . . Cari J. and
Eddie Esq. were flapping up a
storm. . . Lisa G. was a real catch
as Cleopatra. . . Pam M. was
cheerin'everybody on. . .Who im
personated Mike L.?. . . Fred L.,
Rich M., and Steve B. were
there as Pee Wee and Co. . . Was
that really Drew W. behind those
Foster Grants?. . . What was An
drew S. wearing under that
trenchcoat?. . . Good to see some
first years present. . . another job
well-done by Gilla M. and Roseanna.
Liz says S.B.A.'s Halloween
Party was key. . . Ahhh. . . 3L
Dave G., I dream of you being my
Genie anytime — 3 wishes?. . .
3L Dan W. and ILDiedre S. were
"dancin' in the streets" to the hilt
— so much that Dan W. is begin
ning to make a habit of his new
dancing partner. . . ZOWWEE!!. . . To IL Amy M. — re
member Dean Murray Loves
You! Wonder what he'd say if he
saw you
little
devil — Devil or Angel, dear whi
chever you are?. . . Oh Eric O.,
That beret! DO keep that suave
French touch — it's so 00-LA-LA!
Some like it HOT, and HOT is
what the Nov. 8th T.G.I.F. was. It
justs sizzled. . . SSSSSS. . . with
the first public debut of the band,
VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. . .
Sugarpie honey bunch, you know
that I loved you!. . . Our own 21s,
Jamie F. Cara M., and Andrew
S., are groovin' members of the
band. A job well-done. . .
Thanks. . . Robert P. also played
great tunes long after the magic
hour. . . a blast from the past. . .
to Dr. Greg F. and Twin Bruce.
Yes, Gentlemen, Law Stu
dents DO know how to party as
well as study. A fine balance. . .
IN the mornin', in the evenin',
ain't we go FUN!. . . 2L Mark
K., hope the tired puppy feels bet
ter so he can shake his booty at a
future gig!
2Ls Eric P. and Andy S. held

their secnd BIG HOUSE PARTY
of this semester. . . Once again, a
fine performance by VOID
WHERE PROHIBITED. Lots of offlimits chatter going on there. . .
What's this I hear? Our own Mike
S. leaving early? Mike, what be
came of your infamouis nights at
HoJo's?
2L Fran W. and a Happy Sur
prise Birthday Party given in
her honor by Sandy R. and Caro
line D.. . . Great cake, Sandy,
maybe we should tip the scales of
justice a bit?. . . Happy birthday
greetings to all those born in No
vember and December.
BLSA's Halloween Goodie
Packs were a "sweet" idea. . .
Lots of treats went out to ILs. . . I
wonder who.eent Dean O'Brien,:
a Treat?
Rap, rap, rap we're hot on tap —
UPCOMING EVENTS include;
Phi Delta Phi's Hayride (BYOB)
on November 21; the third round
of Reimel Competition No
vember 18,19; and the Thanksgiv
ing Holiday (outing and turkey
and football, not necessarily in
that order!) and hopefully one last
fling before exams (I don't want to
start the world on fire, I just want
to start a flame to burn up the
mass of Emanuels, Gilberts, Legalines, and Nutshells!)
Good luck on finals. .. Ace
them. . . Even if you're feeling
lousy after exams, remember —
it's better to look marvelous than
to feel marvelous! Have a great
holiday — 'till we meet again next
semester. . .
TA-TA...
Love, darlings,
Liz and Babs
Your Mainline
Socialites

Baker Speaks On Big Firm
legal career with a large firm. The
By Patricia Kelly
major plus is the opportunity to
Ms. Joanne Baker, legal writing
work closely with attorneys
highly respected in their areas of
instructor at VLS, and a former
expertise. Also, according to Ms.
six-year senior associate with the
Baker, a few years' experience
Philadelphia firm of Duane, Mor
with a large law firm is "a ticket
ris and Heckscher, spoke on "Big
anywhere you want to go" in
Firm Law Practice" at a meeting
terms of future professional em
of the Women's Law Caucus on
ployment.
October 23. The program opened
Ms. Baker then considered sev
WLC's brown bag luncheon
eral collateral advantages to large
speaker series for 1984-85.
Ms. Baker first defined a big I firm practice. A new attorney has
firm, by Philadelphia standards, opportunities to deal with highly
sophisticated legal issues. A
as one with more than 100 lawy
highly trained and specialized
ers. In New York, a large firm
would have closer to 200 lawyers. support staff is available to help
In a city smaller than Phila the. attorney function more
delphia, the number might be smoothly — librarians, secretar
ies, messengers, word processors,
fewer than 100.
Next, Ms. Baker described the for example. The firm can afford
to pay the new attorney's costs of
many advantages of beginning a

attending training seminars. The
salary is excellent.
Although enthusiastic and posi
tive alx)ut large firm practice, Ms.
Baker also pointed out some disad
vantages. For example, most large
firms expect their junior asso
ciates to devote the major portion
of their lives to the firm. Fre
quently this means 6-day weeks of
11-hour days on weekdays and 8hour days on the weekend. An at
torney with the responsibilities of
a young family may find this a
serious drawback, Ms. Baker said.
Another potential disadvan
tage, although some may find it
just the opposite, is the risk of get
ting tracked into a narrow spe
cialty in one's early years with the
firm. "During my first three years
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VLS Welcomes Prof.
by Diane Kercimar
A recent interview with our
new faculty member, Charles H.
Martin, proved to be refreshing.
Professor Martin received his B.A.
degree in 1974 from Harvard Col
lege and his J.D. degree from
Boalt Hall School of Law, Univer
sity of California, Berkeley. He al
so was a visiting assistant profes
sor at Florida State University
College of Law. His credentials al
so show that he was an assistant
attorney general of the state of
Florida, an assistant corporation
counsel of the District of Colum
bia, an assistant to the general
counsel of the Department of the
Navy and an associate in the Wa
shington, D.C. law firm of Hc^an
and Hartson.
Professor Martin is originally
from Washington, D.C. and a
family of our children. His father
was in the military. His hobbies
include swimming, bike riding,
and music of all kinds. He said he
gave up running because it's too
boring.
Although no one else in his fam
ily is an attorney. Professor Mar
tin said he decided to go to law
school because his friends from
college who went to law school in
fluenced him. However, he also
stated that by being a generalist,

Baker On
Large Firms
(Continued from page 10)

with my firm, I spent a large part
of my time on railroad bank
ruptcy," said Ms. Baker. "You
can't get much narrower than
that'."
Once an attorney has signed on
as a junior associate with one of
the large firms, movement is inev
itable. "You either move up or you
move out," Ms. Baker said. The
climb from junior associate
through senior associate to part
ner takes, on the average, seven to
nine years.
A few firms have begun experi
menting with a "permanent asso
ciate" position for those reluctant
to take on a partner's share in the
firm's liabilities, according to Ms.
Baker. But most firms see the
"permanent associate" as a poten
tial morale problem and prefer the
more traditional hierarchy.

FEATURES
Phi Delta Phi
Keeps Busy

law is a good background for var
ious fields. Legal training doesn't
preclude anyone from anything.
In retrospect. Fall '85 has been
Professor Martin stated that he one of the very best semesters for
chose VLS because he found that the Sandra Day O'Connor Inn of
he enjoyed the people he inter Phi Delta Phi. The largest student
viewed with, he liked Philadelphia organization at the Villanova
and living in the city, and disco School of Law, PDP once again
vered that VLS is a very warm and held activities which appealed to a
friendly school. He also found that great variety of interests.
this comfortable atmosphere is a
The semester began with the
typical for a law school environ orientation Bar-b-que Party
ment. The students give off a posi which enabled the Class of '88 to
tive feeling.
meet one another as well as the
When asked about Prof. Mar upper-class Colleagues. Two very
tin's working experience t)efore well attended functions, the
teaching law school, he replied Dance Party and the Volleyball
that he was glad that he practiced Tournament 1, followed in Sep
law before he taught. This allows tember and October respectively.
him to tell the students what to We thank all those present as
expect in the working world. It these events benefitted the Ed
also gives a new perspective on the HJuber Scholarship Fund. On the
interaction of the lawyers, the academic side, this Fall was the'
courts, and the law. The positive debut of the Computer Seminar
aspects of teaching, however, which proved worthwhile for
gives him the lu.^ary to look at those who were interested in
long term issues whereas when learning basics. Most recently, the
one works in a law firm, it usually Faculty/Student Wine and
deals with short term issues only Cheese Mixer brought the V.L.S.
allowing for a limited perspective. community together.
The course professor Martin
Looking ahead, the Hayride is
will be teaching at VLS are scheduled for November 21. And
worker's compensation, products tentatively scheduled next semes
ter are: the Bop 'til you drop Danliability, and legal profession.
When asked if there was any ceathon Fundraiser on January
area of the law which he would 18, the Valentine's Day Carnation
like to change and why, Professor Sale and T.G., Initiation cerem
Martin answered generally. He ony and Party in mid-February
said that he would like law to be and lastly, the Volleyball Tourna
available to all people, especially ment in mid-March.
those who are not rich. He feels
First-years as well as upperaccesss to legal information to be class students-demonstrated
very important. Often one only great interest in PDP by seeking
gets what legal advice he can af membership. All applicants are
ford.
strongly encouraged to get in
Perhaps Professor Martin's ex volved early —every single one of
periences can provide us at VLS ' t6U" has something to offer. And
with access to legal information to for those of yoiu who have yet to
carry out into the job market join, there will be a mini rush next
through his teaching endeavors.
semester.

Caucus Agenda Full
The Women's Law Caucus be
gan another active year of advo
cating women's rights and provid
ing programs for the entire law
school community. Following a
well-attended open-house recep
tion in September, the Caucus Ex
ecutive Board (3L's Judie
Birchfield, Judy Kohler, and
Karen Warternburg and 2L's Jacqui Frazier, Ann Kloeckner and
Peggy McCausland) planned an
ambitious schedule of events
which they hope will build on the
success of last year's banner year.
* On October 4th, the Caucus
raised $1,400 for the Pennsylvania
Women's Campaign Development
Fund and the Lutheran Settle
ment Women's Program by spon
soring a benefit concert by Ronnie
Gilbert of the noted folk group,
The Weavers.
* Closer to home, the Caucus
initiated a new program to help
1st years survive the myriad puz
zles of law school by holding four
survival seminars on topics such
as outlining, exam taking, emo
tional stress, and courseselection.
* The Annual Supreme Court
Trip was held on Oct. 16, giving
VLS students a first-hand book at
the nine Justices in action on a
problem of interest to many. Last
year, students heard the debate
over whether a mobile home was a

Jefferson was shut out 12-0 in the
VLS-dominated first half, but
played like a different team in the
second: only two two-point field
goals-separated the sides in the
end.
For those of you who didn't
have Prof. Taggart for Civ Pro
this semester and thus can't

count, VLS had a 3-2-1 mark at
this writing (we won't include the
encounter with the 'Nova undergrads, since that was only a scrim
mage). VLS closed its Fall season
and tried to preserve its above.500 status with two tough
matches, against Templeat home,
and St. Joseph's away.

* In the spring, when students'
thoughts turn to the job market,
the Caucus will present its Career
Options Workshop which pro
vides an excellent opportunity to
explore other options open to law
graduates besides big corporate
firm practice.
* In addition to these programs,
The Women's Law Caucus has
successfully ushered the first ever
Pregnancy/Hardship Policy
through passage by the Faculty
last week.
The final dates and times for
these events will be posted on the
Caucus Bulletin Board and in the
VLS newsletter.

CR YPTIC
CORNER
by Tern Elliot

p

Rugby Carries On

car or a house.
* In the next few months, the
popular Brown Bag Speaker Ser
ies will resume its lunchtime pres
entations. This year's projected
topics include the plight and
rights of the homeless, this
summer's U.N. Decade for
Women Conference held in Nai
robi, land use planning, and the
role of women in big firm practice.
* On Nov. 14, the Caucus held
its annual Alumni Banquet which
featured a sumptuous dinner in
the transformed cafeteria follow
ed by candid remarks by five
alumni who will discuss their
career after VLS.

Q S L A N D U T R6L M0L E

L R H A F C X N K L E G A Y E C
T S 0 N L V S G P A I Y K C G N
V T 1 D M W T D J N V I A T A E
P R N E U R R N F P B D N P L D
C U S C S C 0 S X U W 0 V U P I
S 0 U E K 0 T A S
N

s C L D R R V

c R D R N 0L D E B H G K 0E

0 L A E A F R E I C I T E N C P
U;$ - UCiule Knit Golf
colter: w'fik
WhU<j with
a«vy
Aduh
Sl4,9»

I A N N M L W V L A S D X A E R
T R C T E I R I A N B Z E B S 0
A E E S D C C D B U S I Z M S P
R D P M A T J T 0 E X T L 0 E E
0 E Y X R S T G R F G I S I P R
P F P A T E N T L A W Q F M T T
4
R B J s W B K D A G E N C Y Z Y
0 Z Y M L U C I W D J S A L E S
C 0 N T R A C T S 0 M E I P W J
Locate the words below in the
puzzle above.
1. Property
11. Remedies

J ^niver^sity
? Spo^^sWear
1045 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr — 527-4188
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT W/I.D. — MON.-SAT.

2. Sales

12. Corporations

3. Decedents

13. Patent law

A. Bankruptcy

lA. Evidence

5. Criminal Law 15. Insurance
6. Labor Law

16. Legal Process

7. Agency

17. Land Use

8. Torts

18. Product Liability

9. Trademarks

19. Federal Courts

10 Conflicts

20. Contracts
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TRICK OR TREAT

Sister Glenn Plotsky

Jeanne Rapley: blitzed.

Donna Wright and Mike Logue

-
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Charting Placement Nationally
Each year the Law Placement Of ally went to law school. Even so, were women. Minorities were 8.3 our findings this year, that there
are wide disparities in the jobfice gathers employment data on the the level of interest in going to law percent of the 1983 graduating
getting
experience of minorities
school,
as
measured
by
the
class.
They
are
a
statistically
graduating class for up to nine
by race, ethnicity and sex. These
months after graduation to take number of LSATs administered small part of the licensed lawyers
disparities could not have been re
and pass the bar examination and since 1977-78, has dropped. In in this country, since only around
vealed if we continued to report in
gain employment before the final deed, 80 percent of the ABA- 6 percent (37,925 of 650,000) are
our two main former categories,
approved
law
schools
have
minorities.
Despite
increases
in
tally. Right now in November,
male and female majorities vs.
1985 data on the Villanova Class of recently reported a decline in ap women and minorities, the profes
male and female minorities. Pros
1985 is complete: data on the Class plications, and some report a drop sion remains overwhelmingly
pective law students should have
of 1984 is complete, but the na of 20 percent or more. So while the white and male.
tional statistics have not been tabu graduates of the class of 1983 en
lated. National results, however, tered a legal job market that was
for the Class of 1983 employment still adjusting to the phenomenal
have just been released by the Na increase in lawyers since 1970, the
tional Association for Law Place demand for legal education is tap
ment with participation by 160 of ering, resulting in less job compe
170 ABA-accredited law schools. tition for later graduates.
For the first time since the first Nonetheless, it must be noted that
NALP Employment Report in even in an era of apparent declin
1974, a 10-year comparison is pos ing interest in legal education, the
class of 1983 was the largest ever
sible.
Reprinted below from the 1985 to graduate.
The decade of 1973-83 also re
NALP Report is a Table of Employ
ment by Fields as well as a 10-year flected massive change in the com
retrospective. For comparison of position of the legal profession in
Villanova Classes of 1983 employ terms of age, sex and professional
ment to national '83 employment experience. As a result of the large
see the article entitled "VLS: Tops increase in new lawyers, the pro
fession's median age dropped to 40
In The Field."
In 1980-81, there were 42,296 in 1980, down from 45 to 46 in
students who entered ABA- 1970. Forty-two percent of the
accredited law schools across the lawyers licensed to practice law in | with the advent of the new placement bulletin, the Placement
country; of these, 36,389 com 1980 were admitted to practice . Board will become a thing of the past,
pleted all requirements for the since 1970.
In contrast to the previously
Juris Doctor degree forgraauation
with the class of 1983. In the year male-nonethnic profession, many
With the class of 1983, NALP access to such information so they
these graduates applied for law of the new lawyers were women
school, 111,373 Law School Ad and some were minorities. By analyzes employment by racial can make an informed decision
missions Tests (LSATs) were ad 1980, the number of women attor and ethnic group as well as by about the realities of the legal
neys had increased to 44,185 or by type of practice and region. We are market place. Our data is not
ministered, so the pool of potential
law students (even if those who 350percent since 1970. By 1983,12 committed to providing prospec meant to dissuade those who seek
took the test more than once are percent of all attorneys were tive lawyers with sound informa a legal education, but rather to ed
accounted for) was almost three women, and almost 36 percent of tion about the current legal ucate them.
In the first 10 years of this re
times larger than those who actu- all graduates of the class of 1983 market. We conclude, based on
port, the profession's composition
••plowat B«pott Cl««« ot 1»»3
changed radically. Since it is a
younger profession, there are
more inexperienced attorneys
T&BLB riVB
T«o-T«ar Casparison of CBployaant by Fiald in Fall and Part-Tia* Jobs
practicing now than 10 to 15 years
(Parcantag* of I aployad Raapondanta With Job Idantifiad)
ago. The public's attitude has also
changed about attorneys, and
EMPLOYMENT F I E L D
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
fewer report confidence in their
Private Practice
52.2 51.0 52.4 53.0 53.0 54.0 55.1 57.9 59.6 60.4
attorneys now than they did a de
cade
ago. According to a No
Public Interest
5.3
5.6
5.0
5.3
5.9
5.4
4.3
3.4
3.0
3.1
vember 1983 Louis Harris Poll,
Prepaid Legal
Serv ices

0.2

0.02

Bus iness/Industry

9.2

9.6

10.0

10.0, 10.6

16.2

17,6

17.5

16.7

Judicial Clerkships 8.2

9.6

9.1

Military

2.5

2.4

Academic

3.3

3.4

Government

Other

2.5

0.5

0.01

0.03

0.04

•

0.1

0.1

10.5

11.0

11.3

10.8

10.8

15.5

14.7

14.0

12.0

10.9

11.5

8.9

8.9

9.8

10.1

10.4

11.0

11.7

1.7

1.8

1.9

1.7

1.8

1.7

1.7

1.8

3.4

3.3

3.5

3.0

3.1

3.1

3.1

1.5**

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.4

« * *

* «*

* **

0.8

0.01

*

Fall
Statistics
Tallied

From September to November
Villanova Law students received
* Prepaid legal services were deleted from the questionnaire due to
interviews from 173 employers.
the few respondents.
On-campus, 95 employers con
** In 1983, the academic category excluded those pursuing an advanced
ducted 1586 interviews, while 77
degree. These individuals a r e counted separately under einployroent
Four-in-One employers gave 347
status.
*** The "other" category was used in the 1981 through 1983 surveys,
Center-City interviews to Villan
but i t was used to t a l l y those employed with an un identif iable job
ova students. Approximately 64%i
c a t e g o r y . The " o t h e r " from y e a r s 1974 through 1980 t a l l i e d those who
of the second year class (145 of
were employed with an identifiable job category.
227) and 70%i of the third year
class (145 of 208) received at least
one interview.
Of the 173 employers, 78 were
law firms with over 50 attorneys,
while 52 were smaller firms.
Fields of employment, in the
Seventeen
were corporations and
A Comparison of Employment Fields; Percentage Results of
statistical terms of the National
21 were government employers
Recent
Villanova
Law
Classes
and
the
National
Class
of
1983
Association for Law Placement,
(agencies, military or prosecutors'
(Percentages of the Class Respondents)
indicate types of employers. The
offices). Five legal services or pub
Employment
Fields
National
VLS
VLS
recently published NALP Employ
lic defender offices conducted
'83
'83^
'84
ment Report for the Class of 1983
interviews, also. Some employers
Private
Practice
61.7%
60.4%
52.0%
reveals certain popular "fields"
were very selective in their grant
11.7%
17.0%
19.2%
for Villanova law graduates. Judicial Clerkship
ing
of interviews — patent law
10.8%
20.0%
8.0%
When national statistics are com Business
firms
being among the most dis
Government
13.3%
8.5%
9.0%
pared with our own law school
criminating;
others wanted to
Academic
• 1.5%
1.3%
NA-.
employment results for the Class
meet all who were interested in
of 1983 and Class of 1984, two
talking to them.
categories of employers are out
The jury is still out on the suc
The most outstanding differ tigious clerkships. Judicial
standing. We excel in the fields of ence between Villanova employ clerkships offer entry-level lawy cess rate for fall 1985 hiring as
private practice and judicial clerk ment performance and that of the ers valuable training — often one- the Placement Office will not seek
ships.
nation as a whole is in the field of on-one with a judge — as well as job result information until Janu
According to the Table above, judicial clerkships. The 11.7% na exposure to the judicial process.
ary. However, if the only result
national Class of 1983 re tional rate i% again an historic
Although private practice and were a push to motivate all law
spondents went into private prac high; yet Villanova is consistently judicial clerkships fields appear to students to contact employers, it
tice at a rate of 60.4%, the highest higher, with a 17% rate in 1983 be the most popular in terms of would be worth the hectic pace of
percentage in the 10 year courseat and a remarkable 19.2% rate in
numbers of Villanova graduates the season. The first rule in gain
NALP surveys. Villanova grad 1984. Nearly a fifth of the grad successfully gaining employment, ing employment is to dosomething
uates topped that rate in 1984.
uating Class of 1984 took pres
(Continued on page 4) toward obtaining it.

VLS: Tops In The Field

only 12 percent expressed "agreat
deal of confidence" in law firms,
down from 24 percent a decade
ago.
Ironically, part of the erosion in
confidence may have come from
the sheer number of attorneys —
650,000 in 1983 or 1 for every 363
Americans — and their product's
impact on the GNP. The 1982 Cen
sus of Service Industries reported
that the nation's 115,435 law offi
ces with paid employees had re
ceipts of $34 billion, or double that
reported in 1977. The dollar vo
lume of these receipts ranked Cali
fornia as the leader with $5 billion
in receipts and New York second
with $4.9 billion; these two states
are where almost Vi of all lawyers
are located. Five locations (Cali
fornia, D.C., Chicago, New York
and Texas) account for $22 billion
of the total law firm receipts. Not
surprisingly, these are the states
which also house the largest cor
porate law firms in the country.
The public and the profession are
beginning to recognize law to be a
business, and a big one at that.
In 1974, the first year of this
report, many of the nation's law
students would have shunned re
ports of the legal "GNP" in favor
of stories of successful low cost
legal clinics and law collectives.
There were more govenment and
public sector jobs then and many
law students, if they paid any at
tention at all to the private sector,
sought law firms that encouraged
pro bono work. It is hard to say,
and even those of us who hav
been in constant contact with stu
dents disagree, whether the st
dents changed or the rangef3f
opportunities did. There is sub
stantial evidence to suggest that
both occurred.
For instance, our data shows a
five-year decline (1979-1983) in
government and public sector op
portunities. For the past several
years, law firms have also re
ported reduced interest by stu
dents in pro bono work. Students
who might have worked in
government-public sector jobs
(which were more plentiful during
the 1970s) now seem to gravitate
toward smaller firms that repres
ent the needs of individuals rather
than those of businesses. There
have always been fewer govern
ment and public sector jobs than
private sector ones, so the compe
tition for thse public-oriented jobs
is keen.
Despite the glowing nature of a
90.6 percent employment rate
among our respondents, jobs re
main hard to get for the most part,
even at some of the most well
known schools in the country.
Most students expend a great deal
of effort to find their entry level
job. They use contacts, placement
offices and one another; they
write letters, go door-to-door and
interview as much as they can.
The private sector is surprisingly
elastic, but prospective law stu
dents should be aware of what
current students and graduates
already know: it takes a lot of
work to get that job.

Eureka!
At approximately 4:16 p.m. on
November 7, Professor Henry Peritt walked into his seminar "Artifical Intelligence and Legal
Reasoning" and announced, "I've
solved [Bruce] Silverstein's prob
lem." The class responded with
applause.
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SPORTS
Despite the Weather

Softball Play-offs Trudge On

by Jeanne Rapley
As the last of the leaves float
slowly to the ground, VLS intram
ural Softball draws to a close. (At
this point one should heave a
heavy sigh and pause for a mo
ment of silence in memory of
another season gone by.) From
among the many competitors,
eight teams have made it to the
most enviable of all positions —
the playoffs. (Another heavy sigh

and more silence — my team
wasn't one of them.)
In the quarter-finals. Latent De
fects defeated Status Quo, 4-0, to
advance to the next round of com
petition. While playing in weather
conditions classified by the Na
tional Weather Service as "Worse
than Gloria," the Defects were led
by the finesse pitching of Rich
"Rico" Coe and the awesome hit
ting of Ginny Flick (two RBI's)
and Carolyn DiGiovanni (one

RBI). For the Quo, the play of
rightfielder Donna "Always"
Wright improved dramatically
from other performances this sea
son but her strong throw to the
plate in the middle innings was
not enough. Catcher Angelo
"Ouch" MacDonald, employing a
most unusual fielding techniaue,
was unable to make the tag and
two runs crossed the plate to put
the game out of reach. All-Stars
Bill "Ozzie" Martin and Gene
"Benny" Riccardo marveled at
MacDonald's unique fieldingstyle
and hopes it would not become the
rage of the league. MVP's for the
game were the Quo's third base
man Joe "Sweet Pea" O'Dea and

Rugby: Just for Kicks
rugby-playing style. The follow
ing week the Light Horse "Old
Boys" proved that 40-year-old
men can play rugby, racing past
VLS 33-21. The low point of the
ruggers' season came at Kutztown, where a grossly under
manned VLS squad suffered a
25-6 loss.
Fortunately the team had a cou
ple of weeks to recover from the
injury-filled Kutztown game since
both the Alumni and Swarthmore
cancelled out, and VLS returned
at full strength to meet arch-rival
Penn Law. Let's all hope that, for
their sake, these Ivies are a little
better at litigation than they are at
rugby, because VLS embarrassed
Penn, 36-0.
VLS needed its momentum
from the Penn thrashing when it
faced Jefferson Medical School,
barely pulling out a 12-8 decision.

Though none of those partici
pating in the VLS volleyball tour
nament will want to give up their
legal careers to go professional,
competition thoughout the onenight event was surprisingly
tough.
The tournament, sponsored by
Phi Delta Phi, was held Oct. 4 in
St. Mary's gym.
Each team entered in the tour
nament played at least two
matches, with the winners in each
round advancing to the playoffs.
In the semi-finals, the Fritolais
beat the No Shows, and the Verdicks defeated Kelly's Bombers.
The Verdicks captured the tour
nament championship, defeating
the Fritolais.
Playing conditions matched the
very unofficial nature of the
event. In addition to low nets,
small courts and intermittent bas
ketball games on the sidelines,
participants spiked and volleyed
to music provided by a local dee
jay. Beer was ample, and was for
once, not flat — good job, guys.
For many first-year students,
the tournament provided yet
another chance to meet new peo
ple and work out some of the frus
trations associated with class
work and memo writing.
"It was great," said one firstyear student. "I really needed a
chance to let loose."

But for others, especially thirdyear students, the volleyball tour
nament had a special significance
— $100 in proceeds from the $2
admission fee were donated to the
Ed Huber Scholarship Fund.
Phi Delta Phi is planning to
sponsor another volleyball tourna
ment next semester.

to break the tie. tls this a playoff
game within a playoff game? —
Cripes, it's morecomplicated than
the NBA's play-offs!)
Semi-final action is scheduled
to start with the Latent Defects
squaring off against the In'digents. The A-team will play the
winner of the three-inning tie
breaker. That should leave the
championship game scheduled for
right around Thanksgiving. So,
sports fans, grab a turkey wing,
your down parka and head out to
the Polo Fields to watch the game.
I guarantee it's a lot more fun than
any outline you're working on.
See you there (I've reserved a
superbox behind homeplate)!

The Sound
Soliitiori.

1985 VLS Softball Champs: The Indigents.

Ah, rugby: it's the only game in
all of sport in which you can
"ruck" to your heart's content, or
call a member of the other team
"scrum" or a "hooker" without
starting a fight.
Way back when VLS students
were still trying to decide which
courses to drop, the VLS Gentle
man's Rugby Club was hard at
work, physically and spiritually
preparing to maul its Fall 1985 op
ponents. A 16-0 win over Hahne• jnann Medical School — a bunch
wRo can hopefully perform a
"check-up" better than they can a
"scrum down" — started the year
on an auspicious note.
However, the going was none
too smooth in the next few
matches, which constituted the
toughest part of VLS' schedule.
VLS battled to a 4-4 tie with the
Radnor "All-Blacks," whose nick
name is obviously derived from its

the Defect's Rudy "the stud"
Celli.
In other first round action, the
A-team defeated Rule Nisi, 18-17
(was that a Softball game or did
someone sneak a football in some
where?), and the Indigents blasted
the Desperados, 8-0.
In the final game of the first
round, the Hung Jurors took on
Mike Schwab and the Q-tips. At
the time the Docket went to
press, this game still wasn't over.
It was called on "account of dar
kness, tied 5-5 after nine innings.
Both teams played great defense;
the game going four straight in
nings without a run scoring. A
three-inning playoff is scheduled

New York
Audio Review Program
Authoritative lectures at your fingertips.
Now you can take a complete bar
review course that meets the need for
portability and convenience without
sacrificing quality. Multistate and New
York preparation complete with practice
question review and analysis. No need
to fight traffic or rearrange your busy
schedule. Our expert faculty will teach
you as often as you want, wherever and
whenever you want.
July 1986 preparation will consist of
lectures from the live NY course given
in Boston during May and June of 1986.

(Continued on page 8)

Volleyball Tournament
Benefits Huber Fund

Knowledge you can take
with you! 1-800-343-9188

BAR REVIEW

VILLANOVA SWEATSHIRTS

ON SALE

ORDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED
OUTSIDE CAFETERIA ON
Fri. 11 122 Mon. 11 /25 Tues. 11 /26
from 9:30-2:30
Adult sizes-*A 5.00
Children's sizes - M1.00

15% of all sales will benefit the
Ed Huber Scholarship Fund
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JOSEPHSON/KLUWER

I

The finest written Bar
Review materials
available, authored by
Josephson/Kluwer's*
faculty of outstanding
Law Professors.
Contact your
Josephson/Kluwer
campus representative.

Eastern Regional Office
10 East 21st Street, Suites 1206-7
New York, N.Y. 10010
(800) 253-3456
(212) 505-2060
/

Josephson/Kluwer
Nat'l Headquarters
10101 West Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City. CA 90232
(213) 558-3100
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